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4/Milestone

The dawning of a new day over Central Kentucky. The beauty and wonderment of the
Bluegrass State comes alive with the rising sun.
Ask a student at Eastern "what are the
school's colors?"

"Maroon and

answer, but that's not always

white," they'll

right;

the colors of

community are so much more
varied and beautiful. The soft yellow lights of the
the surrounding
fountain

silhouetting

a pensive student, the

orange of fall trees and the glowing red of
a Kentucky sunrise, these sights and countless
others make the "Campus Beautiful" truly some-

crisp

thing to see.

The awareness of an education has always
been the first and foremost idea at Eastern but

some people who have their own
thoughts of University life
there are
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Oh, father and mo^r pay all
and we have all the fun —M\ooray\ J[
Oweh Johngj
ale
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Besides being fun, college life is many other
many of us it's the first time away
from the safety of home. It's a time when people
change, both emotionally and physically. It's a
time when people begin to think for themselves
things. For

and make
It's

their

own

decisions.

a time for growing up.
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To sleep; to dream.
To think; to study.
To seek; to find.
To question; to know.
To imagine; to discover.
To smile; to enjoy.
To live; to love.
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12/Milestone

"Everyone of us in the world have our
audience to play to; we study them and we try to
do it so it will apeal to what we think is the great
majority. We all have our particular little line of
applesauce for each occasion. So let's be
honest with ourselves, and not take ourselves
too serious, and never condemn the other
fellow for doing what we are doing every day,
only

in

a different way."

— Will

Rogers.

Milestone/13

1

Shakespeare once asked,

possible that
so short a time can alter the condition of a
man?" The answer is undoubtedly, yes!
Cautious, lonely, and a little afraid is the student that first walks onto campus, but when that
student walks out, diploma in hand, he can look
"Is

it

back on his days at Eastern with fond memories
and can look ahead to the life awaiting him.

14/Milestone
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The end of a year is a natural time to pause
and remember, to relect upon the changes time
has brought about, but when the end of a year
also marks the passing of a decade one pauses
longer. There is more to remember, the
changes of ten years to relect upon.

TEN YEARS!
Despite what geologists, archaeologists and
other ologists who work with centuries the way
most people work with minutes will say, ten
years is a long time. There is room for much

change

in

ten years. Especially

in

the 70's. Es-

Kentucky University.
The 70's were years of tremendous growth

pecially at Eastern

here.

They were the years in which President
Robert Martin saw the maturation of his "Vision
of Greatness."
And they were the years that J. C. Powell,
succeeding Martin as president in 1976, took
the physically mature University and began to
expand it in another direction
quality
programs.

—

This

is

the story of the 70's at Eastern.
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1970
1970: The beginning of the Age of Aquarius
was hailed by the 1960 MILESTONE; "a time
when peace would guide our planet
with its
dreams of social justice and understanding."
And that all seemed possible as the nation put
behind the turbulence of the '60's. But the Age
of Aquarius was postponed at Eastern, and
across the nation — a lot of dreams were shat.

.

.

/

it

tered by that tragic day at Kent State.
But despite the blot Kent State put on the
year, 1 970 was still a year of promise at Eastern,
for the campus was changing fast, expanding as
the physical growth initiated by President Martin in the 60's peaked. The many half-finished
buildings were a symbol of the future at Eastern

Kentucky.
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1971-72

During the 1971-72 academic year construcon the Meditation Chapel, and on
the Powell and Wallace buildings, all three on
the site of old Hanger Field. The completion of
these buildings signaled the end of construction
at the center of campus. Construction continued on the fringes, but for the first time in
almost a decade the campus proper was in
finished form.
With winter came the annual epidemic of
basketball fever, and with the Colonels picked
as pre-season favorites in the OVC, the disease
was in especially virulent form at Eastern. But
Coach Guy Strong's team had to survive a murderous conference battle and a playoff game
with Murray before they could wear the conference crown and gain an NCAA tournament
tion finished

invitation.
In the first round of that tournament, the
Colonels drew the Florida State Seminoles, who
had beaten them earlier in the season. But that
game was in Tallahassee. On a neutral court the
Colonels knew they could give the Seminoles a
game. And they did, falling behind early but
engineering a gutsy comeback that fell just a bit
short. The Colonels lost it 83-81 to the eventual
national runners-up.
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1972-73
Construction continued at the edges of the

The Campbell building neared comand workers began construction on the

University.
pletion,

Law Enforcement-Traffic

Safety Center.

As it would still be six years later, Open
House was an issue of controversy between students and administrators. Eight open houses
were scheduled for the 1972-73 school year,
and that was a liberal policy compared to years
past. And what did students think about this
"liberalization?" Linda Bertram, who was serving as Walters Hall president, saw the eight
open houses as a "big step towards open visitation," which she predicted would be at Eastern
"in two years." Steve Tevis, president of O'Donnell, wasn't quite so optimistic about open
visitation,

Eastern

saying "In about ten years,

we here

at

may have them."
I
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1973-74

The 1973-74 academic year marked Eastern
Kentucky University's 100th year anniversary.
What started as Central University in 1873 went
through several stages of evolution, the last being Governor Breathit's move in 1966 to elevate
Eastern Kentucky State College to university
status. This was more than a mere change in
names; this change provided President Robert
R. Martin with the

wherewithal to

sion of Greatness,"

fulfill

his "Vi-

the 70's.
The Centennial Year also brought sadness as
President-Emeritus William F. O'Donnell died in
March of 1974. O'Donnell served as President
of Eastern from 1941 to 1960.
in
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1974-75

The 1974 football Colonels brought the OVC
crown back to Eastern for the first time since
1968. A come-from-behind victory over the

Morehead Eagles

in

the final

game

of

the

season gave Eastern a 6-1 conference record
(8-2 overall) and the title. And winning on their
home turf made it all the sweeter for the
Colonels and their fans.
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1974-75

EKU Centerboard conducted a glittering
1974-75 concert season, bringing to campus
Jimmy Buffet, Rare Earth, Doc Severinsen, IVIac
Davis, Ann Murray, Kris Kristofferson and Rita
Coolidge. Rock and pop concerts weren't all
Centerboard had to offer; Pat Paulsen, guitarist
Carlos Montoya and harpist Gerald Goodman
also visited Eastern.
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1975-76
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1975-76
Bob Martin

no president.

ain't

He's a construction engineer.

— Julian
In
in

8,

Carroll

the 1975-76 year Eastern joined the nation

celebration of the Bicentennial. On November
1975 nearly 2000 students joined hands to

circle the University

campus

in

a demonstration

campus

unity and as a symbol of national
Other Bicentennial events included Ed
Nelson's one-man show "GIVE 'EM HELL
HARRY!," and a university production of "A

of

unity.

HISTORICAL EVENING OF MUSIC, SONG AND
DANCE FROM COLONIAL AMERICA."
Also in 1975 the Law Enforcement Building
was completed, and

In

August the College

Law Enforcement moved

of

in.

But the big news of this year was the announcement by President Martin of his retirement. At

address in 1960, Martin spoke of
"Vision of Greatness" for Eastern, and dur-

his inaugural

his

ing

his

16-year tenure,

Martin realized his
of the university,

dream: the physical plant

valued at $7 million in 1960, expanded to a
worth of over $124 million by 1976. And these
physical improvements were matched by
academic expansion; 200 degree options were
available in 1976, almost ten times the number
available at the time of Martin's inauguration.

Governor Julian Carrol

summed up

Martin's

tenure as president at the "Robert R. Martin
Tribute Dinner," when he said, "Bob Martin ain't
no president, he's a construction engineer."
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1976-77
J. C. Powell took office as Eastern's seventh
president on October 1, 1976. He inherited the
reality of Robert Martin's vision, and pledged to
keep it a reality: "Eastern's position as a
is one
and seek to

nationally recognized public university

jealously guard

which
would
enhance," he said at his inauguration. But
Powell asked people not to expect a "carbon
copy" or Robert Martin, and to realize that he
I

would operate with

The

his

own

style.

football Colonels recaptured the

OVC

crown, which had been lost to Western in 1975.
With their 6-1 conference record, Eastern earned the right to host the first round of the Division

II

play-offs.

The home advantage

help though; the Colonels
State 10-7.

fell

to

didn't

North Dakota
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1977-78
Telford Hall
in

January

tenth

floor

of

was the scene of a near disaster
1977 when a fire that began in a

room

billowed out of the

started

spreading.

dorm making an

Smoke

eerie scene

the glare of streetlights, while fire trucks sat
their ladders unable to reach high
enough to fight the blaze. But the fire seemed to
bring out the best in the students: the women of
in

useless,

evacuated calmly, and once outside
they found many helping hands. Female students offered extra clothes and rooms for the
nights, while men set up mattresses in Alumni
coliseum for those unable to find shelter. Injuries and damages in the fire were minor,
thanks to quick thinking by those involved.
The 1977-78 basketball season brought the
revival of one of the most exciting aspects of the
game
the dunk. And the Colonels showed
they could dunk with anyone, stuffing an
average of five times a game ....
and in the 1978-79 season the dunk was
a weapon in the Colonels' championship arTelford

—

.

.

.

senal ....

1978-79

The basketball Colonels brought the OVC tiback to Richmond for the first time since
1972, finishing the season with a 9-3 conference
slate. Two of these losses were to arch-rival
Western, but they were avenged in a thrilling

tle

(and controversial) OVC championship, which
the Colonels won on two free-throws by Dave
Tierney. Eastern then went on to lose to a tough
Tennessee team in the first round of the NCAA

tournament.

The football Colonels gained a milestone for
Head Coach Roy Kidd, winning their 100th
football game under his direction. An 8-2
record earned the team the number eight ranking in the final Division

1— AA

poll.

And the women were not to be outdone; the
women's gymnastic team, made up of mostly
freshmen and sophomores finished with an 113 record, and finished 15th in the nation as they
represented the university

Championships

at

Penn

at the

AIAW

National

State.
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Time goes you say? Ah, no!
Alas, Time stays, WE go.
Austin Dobson.

—

A decade is a long time. But it goes by so fast. This may
sound paradoxical, but then the nature of time is paradoxical. For example, thinking back ten years, 1970 doesn't
seem so long ago, but thinking ahead ten years, 1990 seems
so far away.

So the 70's went by quickly. Or maybe it was just at
Eastern that they went by quickly, for the 70's were gentler
with Eastern than they were with most places in our troubled
world. We can only hope that when the 1990 Milestone looks
back at the 80's that they will have been as gentle.
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